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Abstract

There have been widespread critiques towards the lack of contextual approaches in the adoption theories. This paper argues that independent living plays a significant role in adoption of assistive technologies such as robots among seniors. Therefore, the present article introduces perceived transfer effects as a cognitive process in which elderly realize how assistive robots help them in their functional abilities to empower their capabilities required to live independently. The study conducts qualitative interviews to understand the constructs contributing to the perceived transfer effects of assistive robots from seniors’ perspective. The paper demonstrates the potentials of the capability approach in the context of assistive robots for elderly. The paper opens avenues of research in adoption of similar types of assistive technologies among elderly. The article also informs nursing and aged care professionals about the better adoption of robots as an alternative intervention to improve the everyday life of seniors.
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Introduction

As the world’s population is growing older, the cost of aged care is likewise increasing. In 2012, 6.9% of the world population was more than 65 years old, and this is estimated to increase to around 20% by
Previously, assistive robots were defined as robots that can perform physical activities for disabled people (Feil-Seifer and Mataric, 2005). However, there is a body of literature that takes a broader perspective in defining assistive robots, particularly in the context of elderly care. Vichitvanichphong et al (2014, 2013a, 2013b) in a systematic literature review defined assistive robots for elderly as a type of robot or tele-presence technology that not only improve physical and emotional wellbeing of the users but also provide the services that may reduce household work for seniors. With this definition, the term “robot” is used loosely to cover autonomous robots as well as tele-presence technologies (Michaud et al., 2007). Our concept of assistive robots is more related to this later definition.

While there have been several attempts in literature (Bemelmans et al., 2012) and technology (Broekens et al., 2009) reviews to demonstrate the effectiveness of assistive robots towards independent living of the elderly, Tapus et al (2007) believe that one of the major questions that needs be addressed is “What are the circumstances in which elderly people adopt an assistive robot?” Broadbent et al (2009) argues that despite the several technology advancements, the very low rate of success in the use of assistive robots among seniors is due to the lack of adequate attention to the challenges that older people face in adopting such technologies. Wu et al (2014) believes that while the concept of adoption is well-addressed, its utilization in the context of elderly care is still facing grand challenges due to the particular characteristics of the environment in which the elderly live. Our systematic literature review shows that the traditional approaches for technology uptake appear to be less effective for elderly and the empirical findings in the last fourteen years have demonstrated that more context specific theories should be deployed. Vichitvanichphong et al (2014) argues that the elderly adopt assistive technologies that empower their capabilities to live independently. This brought our attention to the capability approach (Sen, 1999) that states people adopt an intervention when they perceive its empowerment. However, perceived empowerment is defined (Robeyns, 2005a) as individuals' opinions about the process of converting an intervention (e.g. an assistive robot) to an ability (e.g. physical, visual or cognitive) that make them capable (e.g. in doing daily activities) of achieving what they value (e.g. independent living). This cognitive process is called perceived transfer effect. As such, in this paper perceived empowerment has been used equally with perceived transfer effect.

This paper describes a framework grounded in the capability approach and a series of contextual interviews for exploring and explaining the role of perceived transfer effect in adoption of assistive robots to help with the daily independent living of elderly.

Conventionally, “elderly” has been defined as a chronological age of 65 years old or greater. Orimo et al (Orimo et al., 2006) have discussed the differences between those from 65 through 85 years old, referred to as “early elderly” and those over 85 years old as “late elderly” or “oldest old.” However, for the purpose of this study “elderly” refers to people of 65 years or older.

The rest of this paper is organized in the following way: The first section presents a systematic review and introduces capability approach as the theoretical foundation for this work. Then, in the next section, we explain the method of data collection and analysis. The next section presents the results. Finally, the last section discusses the results and proposes an alternative framework for adoption of assistive robots among seniors based on the capability approach. This section also presents limitations and future work.

**Background**

**How Effective have Adoption Theories been Used in the Context of Elderly Care? A Systematic Literature Review**

Since the literature in adoption of assistive robots is limited and relatively new, a systematic literature review was conducted to evaluate the application of existing adoption theories in the context of assistive technologies. This method has been previously used in (Amrollahi et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013; Najaftorkaman et al., 2015; Vichitvanichphong et al., 2013b).

The review customized the guidelines for systematic review laid down by (Keele, 2007). Springer, Wiley, Since Direct, IEEE, ACM, Scirus, PubMed and Google Scholar were searched using the following search keys:
Perceived Transfer Effect of Robots in Elderly Care

• Technology AND
• [aged care” OR “aged” OR “aging” OR “senior” OR “old” OR “elderly” OR “elder” OR “older” ] AND
• [“adoption” OR “acceptance” OR “use” OR “behavioural intention” OR “behavioral intention” OR “attitude” OR “believe” OR “belief” OR “usefulness” OR “diffusion” OR “user”].

The search considered titles, keywords, abstracts and full texts of papers published since 2000, inclusive. Due to the large number of papers, publications in 2000 and after have been targeted to ensure timeliness of the results.

Among 723,944 papers searched in the above mentioned databases, 420 papers were remaining after analysis of their titles and irrelevant articles were excluded. 138 articles remained after abstract filtering and 104 papers were identified as the final list of relevant papers after reading the full texts. Articles that had one of the following exclusion criteria were removed:

- Did not focus on assistive technologies for aged care
- Did not have any empirical evidence
- The definition of elderly does not fall into 65 years old or greater
- Were in languages other than English
- Were not in the relevant fields or could not be applied to relevant fields
- Were not peer reviewed
- Were not available online

The final list of the relevant papers can be found at the link below: https://onedrive.live.com/redir?resid=7D934CF0AC729F11!417&authkey=!ACWap84EbOElhEx&ithint=file%2cdocx.

Converting Perceived Usefulness to Actual Usefulness: A Process for Seniors’ Independency and Quality of Life

It was found that the papers addressing the adoption of assistive technologies among seniors mainly focus on Perceived Independency and Perceived Quality of Life. Perceived independency refers to seniors’ perception of their ability to live alone. Kiel (2005) believes that using technologies enhances seniors’ perceived independence as they can now shop, pay bills, bank, learn and engage in chat groups. Perceived quality of life has been defined as one’s cognitive appraisal of his or her overall satisfaction with life which addresses her/his values (Huebner et al., 2004). It was also observed that because of elderly’s appreciation to independent living, their perception of their quality of life can be related to how much they see themselves as an independent person (Steele et al., 2009).

The analysis of results in the related papers showed us that the adoption of assistive technologies among seniors and their suitability to the theories are very much related to the context in which the elderly’s living situation (senior’s perception about living independently or a range of age-related conditions resulting in quality of life) can account for such an extent that perceived usefulness can be converted to actual usefulness. This would accordingly influence adoption research. The usefulness in the relevant set of papers is judged in many cases, and of course not all, in terms of facilitating the independent living of the elderly and their quality of life. However, as discussed in the next section, the theoretical approaches in literature have been facing difficulties to explain this conversion from perceived to actual usefulness.

Adoption Theories and Lack of Sensitivity to the Context

From the 104 relevant papers, the theoretical perspectives used for adoption and the empirical evidence for these theoretical approaches were extracted.

The review identified thirteen theories as theoretical foundations on which the adoption studies in elderly care have been grounded. The major theories used to adopt assist technologies among seniors are...
Technology Adoption Model (TAM) (Davis et al., 1989), (Davis, 1989), Diffusion of Innovation (DoI) (Rogers, 1962), and Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Other theories have attracted less attention; such as Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1980), Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991), Seniors’ Technology Acceptance Model (STAM) (Conci et al., 2009), Motivation Theory (MT) (Cofer and Appley, 1964), Learning Theory (LT) (Illeris, 2004), (Ormrod, 2012), (Laver et al., 2011), Activity Theory (AT) (Bedny and Meister, 1997), Theory of Disengagement (ToD) (Cumming and Henry, 1961), Parsimonious Technology Acceptance Model (pTAM) (Sharp, 2006), Ubiquitous Computing-service Acceptance Model (UCAM) (Shin, 2010), and Attribute of Technology (AoT) (Jaspars et al., 1983).

This literature review found that 62 studies did not use any theory to explain their results. The 42.8% of papers that did use theories did not justify their empirical findings. This aspect needs further attention by the research community and we may well ask the question “Why are these theories not being used?”

Gary Johns (Johns, 2006, 2001) warns that the lack of context in adoption research can be confusing. We found that the theoretical aspects of the adoption of assistive technologies lack a more specific approach to cater for a senior’s contextual situation. For example, seniors’ extension to the Technology Acceptance Model (STAM) differentiates between perceived and confirmed usefulness and states that confirmed usefulness follows an early exploration of the technology by the elderly person. However, STAM fails to explain what happens in the exploration stage when the conversion from perceived usefulness to confirmed/actual usefulness occurs.

For instance, the adoption of technologies requires an assessment of the actual usefulness of the technology for elderly in the context of independent living. This has been theorized in the Seniors’ Technology Acceptance Model (STAM). STAM introduces the exploratory stage of adoption where perceived usefulness can be converted to actual usefulness by the senior actually trying to use the technology. In many cases, this is applicable to assistive technologies that usefulness can be demonstrated by literally managing the elderly’s functional difficulties and conditions. Therefore, this approach would help seniors live independently or as independently as possible.

However, for the technologies such as robots that target the quality of independent life and not functional conditions of elderly, the process of converting seniors’ conditions and lifestyle to a useful endpoint is more difficult. However, the change expected from these technologies occurs over the time and cannot be easily demonstrated. This involves garnering the opinions of seniors and how they perceive a technology as being useful or not.

In response to this concern, Vichitvanichphong et al (2014) argues that the elderly adopt assistive technologies that empower their capabilities that they need in order to live in their own home. The term “empowerment” has been defined as any process whereby people can gain increased capability towards the freedom of choice that they may wish for their lives (Cornish, 2006). The concept of capability thus needs further consideration in adoption of technologies such as assistive robots in elderly care as it seems promising.

In this paper, we recommend researchers in this area to pay greater attention to the capability empowerment concept, which leads us to the use of the Capability Approach as an innovative and a fit-to-purpose theoretical foundation in the context of assistive robots.

The Capability Approach and Perceived Transfer Effect of Robotics Technology in Elderly Care

The Capability Approach argues that the empowerment of capabilities essentially provides freedom for people to choose one type of life over others in order to achieve functionings that they value. Capability in this approach has been defined as “what people are effectively able to do and be” (Sen, 1990). “Functionings” is defined by Sen as “what people value” (Sen, 1990). Therefore, one would try to empower her/his capability to be able to choose his own valuable functionings (Robeyns, 2005b). See Figure 1.
Looking at the basic model of the Capability Approach (Sen, 1990) consisting of functionings, freedom of choice, and capability, the starting point to use the approach is to realize that independent living is a significant issue among seniors and it is what they value as the type of life that they wish to live.

Moving towards the enhanced model of the Capability Approach proposed by Robeyns (2005) and its applications in adoption of assistive robots among the elderly, perceived empowerment is where the approach shows promise. In using the approach for adopting assistive robots among seniors, “goods” or “services” refer to assistive robots that can provide support for functional (e.g. physical, cognitive or visual) and non-functional (e.g. knowledge) abilities of elderly. In this approach, individual conversion can be seen as functional and non-functional abilities that are empowered by robots. Elderly persons would adopt an assistive robot if they believe the robot supports their functional or non-functional abilities that empower their capability of doing an everyday activity such as driving. Being able to perform the everyday activity such as driving consequently provides the choice of living independently. Therefore, an elderly person would adopt the assistive robot for the purpose of his/her ultimate goal of an independent life. In other words, the elderly adopt a robot if they can perceive the transfer effect of the technology to improve their capability of doing an everyday activity. For this purpose, a transfer effect is defined as the process in which an intervention supports functional abilities of seniors towards the empowerment their capabilities to live independently (Elmes et al., 1992).

The social context has been given special attention in the extended version of the Capability Approach (Robeyns, 2005b) as an influencer on the individual perception of empowerment. See Figure 1. Individual factors refer to human beings capacities, strengths and limitations based on different demographics, abilities and interests. According to the extended version of the capability approach, these characteristics of individuals considerably influence their rejection or acceptance of perceived transfer effect. See Figure 1. The capability approach highlights the role of individuals’ opinions on goods and service (Robeyns, 2005b).

Methods

Contextual Interviews

We seek to understand the underlying process in which seniors perceive the effectiveness of assistive robots in their everyday lives. In order to do so, we required seniors participating in this study to be aware of and have the experience with the intervention under the study. Therefore, we opted to conduct contextual interviews with elderly persons who had been introduced to assistive robotic technologies prior to the interview.

A one-and-half hour weekly workshop over five weeks on the use of assistive robots in elderly care was facilitated by one of the authors. The participants were 65 years and older and were interested in the role of robotic technologies in assisting them in their everyday lives. The participants brainstormed about useful behaviors and applications of assistive robots. Where possible, the facilitator implemented prototype behaviors in the robot for further evaluation and critical analysis among the participants. The main aim of the workshop was to introduce the robotic technologies to the elderly. The class included
showing videos, watching movies such as “Her” and “Robot and Frank,” reading articles, and demonstrating the capabilities of the robot NAO developed by Aldebaran Robotics shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 pre-workshop for contextual interviews

The participants were approached by emails or telephone calls individually after the 5-week class for their opinions about the role of assistive robots in their everyday lives. Finally 7 elderly (range 67-86 years; Mean = 72.2; Male = 4) participated in our study.

The study continued to interview new participants until repetition in the results were observed. The interviews took average of 36 minutes. The interviews were audio-recorded. Once they were transcribed by the researcher and double checked, the recorded files were deleted for the sake of anonymity.

Analysis

The analysis of interviews was conducted using Alceste software (“Alceste software,” 1986). Alceste divided the interviews into contextual units - equivalent to relevant sentences to a particular topic. The percentage of contextual units classified in the interviews was 61.2%, which means that 61.2% of the interviews were somehow related to common topics. This was a good result for qualitative discussions (Reinert, 1998). The Alceste software then established a data matrix to check for the presence or absence of each word in each contextual unit. Only words that appeared more than four times were retained, based on the recommendation of Pombo-de-Barros (2011). The iterative process of defining classes of words associated with the same context, using the DHC algorithm (Merten et al., 2012), aimed to maximize the $x^2$ criterion (Reinert, 1998). Alceste could identify the most representative parts of participants’ discourses for each topic ($x^2 > 10.8$, significant at the 0.1% level).

However, once Alceste classified the relevant groups of sentences with $x^2 > 10.8$, one of the authors coded different groups identified by Alceste into the constructs of the capability approach given in Figure 1. These represent the findings presented in Tables 1 – 5.

During the analysis of the interviews, it was noticed that participants had expressed some emotions during the interviews. Therefore, the Plutchik’s (1984) theory of basic emotions was used to analyze the interviewees’ emotional expressions. This theory is one of the influential classification approaches for general emotional responses. Plutchik chose eight primary emotions - anger, fear, sadness, disgust, surprise, anticipation, trust, and joy. Plutchik argues for the primacy of these emotions by showing each to be the trigger of behavior with high survival value, such as the way fear inspires the fight-or-flight response. Plutchik has comes up with a model of combining different basic / non-basic emotions to create another emotion. This model was used to analyze the emotions that the participants in this study expressed during the interviews.

Results

Seniors value their independent living

Our study shows that elderly like to live in their place independently because they think that can improve their competence and own the way they live although not be as perfect as it used to be. They also mentioned that they believe living with others makes them uncomfortable and will sooner or later lead to arguments. They also mentioned how sometimes they struggle to live alone but they still like to be independent. In summary, we found seniors value their independent lives, although it comes with its difficulties. See Table 1.
In this table, the column for the sample statement is one of the sentences that Alceste has identified as relevant contextual unit (sentence) to the findings in the first column. The last numerical column presents $x^2$ criterion (Reinert, 1998) expressing the significance level ($x^2 > 10.8$, significant at the 0.1% level).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Sample Statement by Participants</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Retirement Status</th>
<th>Independent Living Status</th>
<th>$x^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home as a signification of being competent.</td>
<td>“To me, it means I’m not too old and still healthy, I don’t care what people say.”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>Not retired</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“We [me and my partner] want to push ourselves to stay at our house. We have been here for years. I don’t want to sit down in one of those old people villages [aged care settings] and get sick.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt; 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At home with the partner</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Since I moved here [serviced aged care setting], I feel there isn’t much for me to live.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At aged care setting</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owning own life</td>
<td>“We [me and my partner] do things in a way that we choose. Even if we can’t manage ourselves like we used to, it’s still our life.”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“When I live here in my house, I do what I want and don’t need to wait for anyone to do what I feel like to do.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt; 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At home with the partner</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace of mind and no argue</td>
<td>“When someone else does your things, in some stage you might not agree with what they do. Then you have to argue”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At aged care setting</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Struggling with the housework</td>
<td>“I used to cook much faster. Now, it takes me so long and sometimes I forget what I want to do. But, I say to myself that I can manage it.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt; 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At home with the partner</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It is hard to take care of the garden or move things around. I can pay someone to come and do all these but then I’ll feel I can’t manage myself anymore and I don’t like that feeling.”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&gt; 5 years</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1 Seniors Value their independent living.**

**Seniors think robots can contribute to independent living, a.k.a. perceived transfer effect of robotics technologies in elderly care**

The participants were asked that how they think that assistive robots can help them to live independently. In their answers they focused on the support that robotic technologies could provide for their functional and psychological abilities, which in turn would give them capabilities towards independent living. See Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Sample Statement by Participants</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Retirement Status</th>
<th>Independent Living Status</th>
<th>$x^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support Capability</td>
<td>“They [robots] can help me to clean the pool. I don’t need to pay for it. I’ve even seen it on TV that they can also do all the gardening.”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&gt; 5 years</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“A robot that can carry stuffs for me would be good. When I go shopping it can carry the trollies.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt; 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At home with the partner</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>“I think robots can help me to move my wheelchair. One of my friends has one of motor ones. But they are hard to control. The robots can do that.”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&gt; 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Perceived Transfer Effect of Robots in Elderly Care

"I saw in the news that in England, they are testing a car with a robot driver. I would love to have a car like that. Then I don’t need to wait that my son comes and drives me. He is busy."

"There are lots of interesting things on the internet. I know how to use internet but my doctor said not to look at monitor too long. The robots can help me in that."

"In the morning I plan myself but then I forget. I want to tell the robot what I want to do and then it reminds me. It has to be around that I can hear it."

"Sometimes, I tell my friend that I’m going to call him but I start watching TV and it just goes out of my mind. It would be a good idea that the robots have this call function that I can set and it calls."

"I always wanted to have a cat. I can’t afford them anymore, lots of things to do. I saw that video and I don’t mind to have something that feels like a cat and I can pet it. It feels good, especially when I’m lonely."

Table 2 How assistive robots can help elderly in their independent living.

Seniors’ characteristics influence the perceived transfer effect of robotics technologies in elderly care

To be able to perceive the transfer effect of assistive robots, seniors think it is required to be technically experienced and be able to learn new things and also be cognitively competent. It was mentioned that the robots do not need extended vision or physical abilities that elderly might not have; See Table 3.

Table 3 Seniors’ Characteristics and Perceived Transfer Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Sample Statement by Participants</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Retirement Status</th>
<th>Independent Living Status</th>
<th>x²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical Expertise</td>
<td>&quot;... you know if you can’t work with the robots, you won’t get their benefits. I found them hard to start. You need to be very good in these things [technical].&quot;</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&gt; 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At the aged care setting</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;If I can’t learn it [robot], It’s not for me then.”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&gt; 5 years</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Robots can do lots of things for us, but we need to learn how to operate them and that’s not easy. So at the end of the day, if we don’t learn them or if we can’t learn then, they will be useless.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At aged care setting</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I found it hard to remember the instructions, and then you know I can’t work with the robots. So, I’m not sure it would help me.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At aged care setting</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I don’t think, I’ll have any problem to physically manage the robots. They are not big.”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>Not retired</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The buttons are usually in a good size, so won’t be a problem to see them.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt; 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At home with the partner</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Seniors’ opinions about the robots influences perceived transfer effects

The elderly believe that the robots are fun and this influences their opinion about the transfer effect. However, the fact that they are frustrating and confusing may have a negative impact on their opinion. They also mentioned that robots could reduce the challenges of their life, where such challenges are perceived by seniors as harmful. See Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Sample Statement by Participants</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Retirement Status</th>
<th>Independent Living Status</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frustrating</td>
<td>“… frustration on getting it [robot] to work … [may influence my opinion]”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt; 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At home with the partner</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusing</td>
<td>“There are lot of functions and instructions that are confusing and of course without them the robots are just toys.”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&gt; 5 years</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fun</td>
<td>“… interesting thing to have. They are cute and playful.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&gt; 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At home with the partner</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenging</td>
<td>“They [robots] might be also harmful, because they make me lazy. For example, if they always remind me everything then I won’t try to remember anything.”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&gt; 5 years</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Seniors’ Opinion about the robots and Perceived Transfer Effect

Social context and perceived transfer effect of robotics technologies in elderly care

The elderly believe that the social context influences their opinion about the transfer effect. For example, they might perceive robots as toys. They also mention that their thoughts of the transfer effect of assistive robots are influenced by their friends and relatives. See Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Sample Statement by Participants</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Retirement Status</th>
<th>Independent Living Status</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toys for kids</td>
<td>&quot;If you don’t exactly know what robots are and what they can do for you, you might say that these are just toys for kids.&quot;</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>Not retired</td>
<td>At home alone</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations from Friends and Relatives</td>
<td>&quot;I know that I shouldn’t listen to others but I have a friend that I talk to her about everything and I think she would have some influence on me. It is not intentional.”</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>&lt;= 85</td>
<td>&lt;= 5 years</td>
<td>At aged care setting</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Social Context and Perceived Transfer Effect

Summary, Discussion and Future Work

The paper benefits from a systematic literature review on adoption of assistive technologies among seniors. The review found that Seniors’ Technology Acceptance Model (STAM) argues that seniors convert their perceived usefulness of a technology to an actual usefulness through a cognitive process. However, STAM like many other technology adoption theories lacks the context for elderly and fails to explain what happens in the conversion process. This review revealed that technologies that have been adopted among seniors mainly targeted the elderly’s perception about either their independent living or their quality of life when living independently. However, the change in the perception can be expected over time when the assistive technology such as robots targets seniors’ life style. This leads to the difficulty of converting perceived usefulness to actual usefulness. The present paper focuses on empowerment of capabilities required for independent living as a key for this cognitive conversion process.
In this study, the use of the Capability Approach as an innovative lens for adoption of assistive robots among seniors has been proposed. The paper demonstrates the empirical potentials of this approach through in-depth qualitative interviews that examine the seniors’ perspectives on the transfer effects of assistive robots. As mentioned earlier the second phase of analysis was conducted by one of the authors and was involved the coding of the relevant contextual units found by Alceste into the capability approach model. These codes were grouped as findings presented in the first column of Tables 1 -5. As such, Figure 3 presents the potential utilization of the capability approach in the context of assistive robots from elderly’s perspective. The items in each group present the findings found in Analysis and expressed in Tables 1 – 5.

Figure 3 Seniors’ Perspective on Perceived Transfer Effects of Assistive Robots in Elderly Care: Capability Approach Analysis

Although we acknowledge that this study has too few subjects to generalize the findings, the paper is to make a proof of concept for a bigger trial discussed in the section for limitations. However, the concept studied in this paper has demonstrated a potential that if older adults perceive the transfer effect of assistive robots on the capabilities that they require for their independent daily living, they might adopt these technology. The elderly did not actually adopt the assistive robots but they were speculating about the usefulness of robots based on the 5 weeks of training. The study found that the transfer effects of assistive robots from the seniors’ perspective are to convert the functional (physical, visual and memory) and non-functional (psychological) support provided by robots to everyday life capabilities (housework, mobility, reading, remembering and interactions, etc.). It also found that their perception is related to their characteristics, their opinion about the robots, and the social context.

Our results are consistent with Bedaf et al. (Bedaf et al., 2013) that define seniors’ independent living as not doing everything oneself but having control over it and choosing what to do. Independence therefore is very much related to the notion of people’s freedom of choice used in the capability approach. Seniors highly value their independent living. Using the Capability Approach in our study, we suggest that seniors
would adopt assistive robots if they believe that using the technology can improve or maintain their capability for performing an everyday activity which makes it possible for them to live independently. However, we acknowledge that this is subject to the limited number of participants to generalize.

These results are in the contrast with (Gill et al., 2002) indicating that the physical and visual ability to use the technology is essential for technology acceptance. Although we acknowledge this concern, our results show that the design of robotic technologies is appropriate for visual and physical abilities of elderly. Another barrier for seniors to adopt a technology is the fact that a significant number of the elderly are facing some sort of decline in their memory performance, which would directly impact their skills needed to use technologies (Czaja and Lee, 2007; Czaja et al., 2006). This has been demonstrated also in our findings.

Interestingly, our results are in-line with the literature that older adults’ opinions about the technology matters (Theng et al., 2012) (Heerink et al., 2008), (Conci et al., 2009) (Heerink et al., 2010) (Gamberini et al., 2006). The literature also acknowledges our results implying the influence of individual characteristics (Wilkowska and Ziefle, 2009).

Social influence plays an important role in decision making (Braun, 2013) and particularly for technology adoption among seniors (Klamer and Ben Allouch, 2010), (Lam and Lee, 2006). For example, our results show the influence of friends and relatives as well as social norms saying robots are toys for kids.

**Theoretical and Practical Implications**

The standard adoption theories usually relate to an entirely different context, namely work situation in an organization. Gary Johns (Johns, 2006, 2001) suggests that context in an adoption research is not “sufficiently recognized or appreciated by researchers” and we contend that these contextual problems in an organizational setting will be further exacerbated in non-organizational environments like assistive technologies for seniors and in particular assistive robots, the subject of this paper. The empirical framework that emerges from the Capability Approach is likely to be useful to information system researchers seeking to undertake comparative analysis on adoption of similar technologies among seniors.

The work examines the factors that influence the opinions of the elderly about the transfer effect of assistive robots. From a practice perspective, the framework provides an empirical reference to aged care and nursing professionals for the issues influencing the adoption of such an intervention among elderly.

**Limitations**

**Need for Further Qualitative Research:** While most of studies in the adoption of assistive technologies among seniors have followed the tradition of quantitative approaches, the complexity of the problem and the dynamics of context have hindered insights into the depth of the problem and the generation of hypotheses to test further (Vichitvanichphong et al., 2013a). In that vein, the main focus of this study is to uncover the seniors’ perceptions as extracted from contextual interviews, which calls for having a theory in place, viz. the Capability Approach, by which to understand the underlying opinions of the seniors. However, the authors acknowledge the need for further qualitative research and planning to examine the hypotheses presented in this paper and to generate new hypotheses.

**Need for Observational Studies:** Unfortunately, our ethical approval strictly asked us to not record our observations during the workshops. This was due to the fact that the workshops were advertised and conducted by an initiative in which the purpose of these sessions indicated as improving the elderly's awareness and not conducting any study. Therefore, we were asked to contact the elderly after the workshop for any further research. However, this indicates the need for an observational study which can aim to address how familiarization with the technology influenced the seniors’ ability to comment on and imagine the use of the robots.

**Limited Number of Participants:** Authors acknowledge the limited number of participants, particularly when analyzing the \( x^2 \) metric. Authors are planning to re-run the course for more number of participants which would add to reliability of the results.

**Limited Findings on socio-economic issues:** The present study could not provide a sufficient level of depth in socio-economic issues such as cost, technical support, and so on. The findings are also limited
in terms of emotional aspects of adoption. This motivates researchers in this area to incorporate some targeted questions to these aspects in the interviews for larger scale data collections.
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